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	In an age of increasing complexity, diversification and change, customers expect services that cater to their needs and to their tastes. Emotional Engineering vol 2. describes how their expectations can be satisfied and managed throughout the product life cycle, if producers focus their attention more on emotion. Emotional engineering provides the means to integrate products to create a new social framework and develops services beyond product realization to create of value across a full lifetime.


	14 chapters cover a wide range of topics that can be applied to product, process and industry development, with special attention paid to the increasing importance of sensing in the age of extensive and frequent changes, including:


	Multisensory stimulation and user experience 


	Physiological measurement


	Tactile sensation


	 Emotional quality management


	Mental model


	Kansei engineering.


	Emotional Engineering vol 2 builds on Dr Fukuda’s previous book, Emotional Engineering, and provides readers with a holistic view of its research and applications, enabling them to make strategic decisions on how they can go further beyond product realization. It is recommended for all pioneers in industry, academia and government, who are making tremendous efforts to work with their customers to create value.
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Async in C# 5.0O'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Async is a powerful feature added to the C# programming language in C# 5.0. It comes
	
		at a time when performance and parallelization are becoming a major concern of software
	
		developers. Used correctly, it can help to write programs with performance and
	
		parallelization properties that would have needed reams of code...
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DNS and BIND (5th Edition)O'Reilly, 2006
DNS and BIND tells you everything you need to work with one of  the Internet's fundamental building blocks: the distributed host information  database that's responsible for translating names into addresses, routing mail  to its proper destination, and even listing phone numbers with the new ENUM  standard. This book brings you...
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Multi-Disciplinary Advancement in Open Source Software and ProcessesIGI Global, 2011


	In the last years, free and open source software, i.e. software under a license that grants several rights like

	free redistribution to the user, has become more and more important, with this importance now stretching

	beyond the mere use of well-known projects in both private and commercial settings (Fitzgerald,

	2006; von Krogh and...
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An Introduction to Knowledge EngineeringSpringer, 2006
An Introduction to Knowledge Engineering presents a simple but detailed exploration of current and established work in the field of knowledge-based systems and related technologies. Its treatment of the increasing variety of such systems is designed to provide the reader with a substantial grounding in such technologies as expert systems, neural...
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Final Cut Express HD for Mac OS X (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2005
When the two Steves started Apple back in 1976, they dreamed of making a computer that people could use as a tool to change the world. In 1999, Apple released Final Cut Proa program worthy of the founders' vision. A worldwide community has formed around this tool, and people are making movies who weren't able to before. Final Cut...
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Algorithms for Sparsity-Constrained Optimization (Springer Theses)Springer, 2013

	This thesis demonstrates techniques that provide faster and more accurate solutions to a variety of problems in machine learning and signal processing. The author proposes a "greedy" algorithm, deriving sparse solutions with guarantees of optimality. The use of this algorithm removes many of the inaccuracies that occurred with the use...
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